Four Attend Miami Press Conference

The Women's College of Georgia will participate in the Third Annual Conference of the Associated Collegiate Press in Miami, November 24-25 by four delegates attending: Phyllis Kelly, editor of the SPECTRUM; Rodney McCaul, business manager of the SPECTRUM; Mary Ann Dobson, business manager of the COLONNADE, and Byrd editor of the COLONNADE.

Chairmen for the convention will be the Hotel Baker, the Hotel Baker, Phyllis Kelly, attendants of the COLONNADE, and Byrd editor of the COLONNADE.

The program will consist of the following: Saturday, November 4, the date for the Miami Press Conference will be from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m., and students will be entertained by the students of the hotel Baker.

Byrd editor will be the Host of the Cleveland hotel, and Byrd editor will be the Host of the Miami hotel.

Dancing will begin at 8 o'clock and will continue until 12:30 a.m. with music provided by the SPECTRUM staff from Atlanta, who are very diverse a dance. Semi-formal attire is appropriate for the occasion.

Our Mr. Specht Receives Doctorate

Joseph Franklin Specht, Associate Professor of English, Adelphi University, New York, was awarded the degree of Doctor of Literature at the University of Georgia on October 15.

In addition to receiving a B.A. in English, M.A. in English, and Ph.D. in English, Mr. Specht was awarded the degree of Doctor of Letters in English by The University of Georgia on October 15.

Dr. Specht has been a member of the faculty of the University of Georgia since 1952 and has served as chairman of the English department. He has also served as chairman of the English department at The University of Georgia since 1952 and has served as chairman of the English department since 1952.

He is active in local civic affairs, many professional state or national organizations, and has contributed frequently to national and international publications.

The Women's College of Georgia certainly deserves in the doctoral statement concerning his most recent honor to be most happy . . . and to add "very, very happy."
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This Week's Poll

If someone gave you an astronomer-juxtaposition (because of your profession), what would you do? This question was asked of several of our contributors who were asked to answer it on a sheet of paper and return it to the editor of the Colonnade.

Terry Arnold, freshman, responded enthusiastically: "Oh, I'd love it!" She would be.

"I guess I'd probably jump an' answer Dell Peron, 

(What's the matter, you crazy or something?)"

Ethel Clark, freshman, replied with an intellectual air: "I recognize a biologist term, but I'm not sure what they're doing with it."

Bonnie Bailey and Sharon Wexler, freshmen, announced that they just didn't know what they'd do with it. They are.

Patsy Land, junior, promptly replied that she'd give it to Guten (over one and under) and let them use it. They are.

Poor disinterested Cookie Terry and I (if I am any good) would do the other matter problems already. (One in West Point) "Oh, I have a heart attack right here!" explained Carolyn B. Littrell, (knowing, she probably would).

Gayle Martin, Curric. sophomore, replied nonchalantly, "Why, I'd like it."

Every party has a host.

This week's poll was not particularly geared by vote, that mysteriously in a zone in which there is no longer a zone in which there is no longer a zone with a zone (in which there is no longer a zone) was lovely, suitable, enjoyable and useful; very suitably.

Freshmen Elect Class Officers

In several run-off elections last week, the Freshmen class elected their class officers for the coming year.

Chosen to lead the class of '62 are:

Anne Marie Spencer, president. Anne Marie is a home major, is a girl, is a good student, and is very popular. She is the type of person who is always happy and smiling, and is very popular.

Susan E. Johnson, secretary, is from Atlanta, Georgia. Though she doesn't have much to do, she is very happy. A member of S.A.A. and College Club, she is a very popular student. Her big eyes are always smiling.

Katherine Gass, class president, is a member of the Freshman class. Katherine is a very popular student, and is very happy. She is a very good student, and is very happy.

Richard Glenn is the Freshman class president. Richard is an Art major who enjoys drawing and painting, and is a very popular student.

Jude Cooper, a Millidgeville girl, is a member of the Freshman class. Jude is a very popular student, and is very happy. She is a very good student, and is very happy.

President Johnson is the Freshman class president. President Johnson is a very popular student, and is very happy. She is a very good student, and is very happy.

President Cooper is the Freshman class president. President Cooper is a very popular student, and is very happy. She is a very good student, and is very happy.

D'Zarki's IRC Report

A regular meeting of the International Relations Club was held Monday, October 23. At this time, new members were re-elected and welcomed into the club. These include: Joyce Pedler, Carolyn Morris, and Ruby Tandor.

The speaker was Andrew Davis, a sophomore who related some of his experience during his time in Europe. He stated that he worked to get West Germany to work in a refugee camp. He discussed the situation of refugees in Europe. -New York. They were very happy to hear that the major event which has occurred in the past few years is the re-establishment of the world War II situation after World War II, continuing in the present Berlin Crisis.

Charter Day Is Observed with Special Chapel

On Wednesday, November 4, 1961, of the Women's College of Georgia celebrated the 70th anniversary of the founding of this institution. The school was chartered as a two-year school under the name of the Georgia Normal and Industrial College. The bill establishing it was signed by John F. Kennedy in 1891.

Many changes have taken place since then. In 1891, the school changed from a two-year program to a four-year program enabling it to obtain a title of Arts degree. The name was also changed — from the original Georgia State College for Women, and went to the name of the Women's College of Georgia.

A change in format has also taken place in the celebration of Charter Day. Originally it was hand-printed by the Georgia College and involved a large pageant. This year's Charter Day pageant was organized by Dr. Lee, who arranged the event.

This year's Charter Day has included a special ceremony, and a special luncheon, and a special parade. The students received a special certificate to be handed out at Charter Day.

Modern Dancers To Give Performance

At Agnes Scott

The Dance Club of the Women's College has been invited to present a program of contemporary dance on the campus of Agnes Scott College on Friday evening, October 27. A representative from the Dance Club will be present at this event.

The program will consist of several dances, and will be performed by the members of the Dance Club. The program will be a tribute to the College's women's dance group, and is expected to be a highlight of the evening.

The students are encouraged to attend this event, as it is an opportunity to see the beautiful and talented dancers of the Dance Club in action.
Is Skipworthly? Is Golden Bigger of any real value on our campus? Does it merit the jubilation over two weeks ago? Positive, no. The problem is how to conduct an appropriate press conference.

For some on our campus we would want to see a version of the Weeks of Skipworthly, or maybe a better word. Are there are any of the things that are not used in the Skipworthly activities? On the other hand, the majority of students will feel a lot of time and energy in this respect.

To the students, who are students, we can say that the Skipworthly was a resounding success. I can not see any other version of it. I have also been asked to see if the Skipworthly can be saved in some way.

Recognize the Skipworthly as a few weeks after Skipworthly and theSkipworthly as a way to do some things in the Skipworthly.

The Skipworthly is not just a way to do something. It is also a way to celebrate. It is also a way to express our pride in our class. I have also been told that the Skipworthly was more successful than the Skipworthly.

The Skipworthly was a resounding success. I can not see any other version of it. I have also been asked to see if the Skipworthly can be saved in some way.

Recognize the Skipworthly as a few weeks after Skipworthly and theSkipworthly as a way to do some things in the Skipworthly.
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The Skipworthly was a resounding success. I can not see any other version of it. I have also been asked to see if the Skipworthly can be saved in some way.

Recognize the Skipworthly as a few weeks after Skipworthly and theSkipworthly as a way to do some things in the Skipworthly.

The Skipworthly is not just a way to do something. It is also a way to celebrate. It is also a way to express our pride in our class. I have also been told that the Skipworthly was more successful than the Skipworthly.
From THE COLONNADE

Two To Twenty Years Ago

Two years ago Colonial began new features, among "Colonial-Made." Girls will be selected on the basis of character, scholarship, sportsmanship, and participation in extra-curricular activities in addition to beauty. Each class will be represented once in four weeks.

A decision of some eighteen years will come this year for Wesley Foundation at O.C.W. and O.M.C. A house will be open for the use of the students in the program of extra-curricular religious activities.

THREE YEARS AGO

Miss Gordon says that as a newcomer to the college she is impressed with the pride of the student body as a whole. She also enjoys being in an atmosphere in which students and faculty are engaged in learning and asking questions. In her belief that the prerequisite to learning is an inquiring mind, whether the subject be art, music, literature or science.

Two of her chief interests, besides religious work, are art and music. She enjoys all types of music, especially folk and classical. She says that she is also strongly attached to the arts.

A person who has not had the pleasure of becoming acquainted with Miss Gordon should find an excellent opportunity to do so by attending the next "SY" sponsored activity.

VISIT

MCMILLAN'S SHOE SERVICE

140 S. Wayne St.

T R A P N E L L ' S

(Formerly The Boot Shoppe - Clamps in name only)

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE

145-147 W. HANCOCK STREET


"All the above shoes are nationally advertised brands"

C C C

The Pause That Refreshes

SHEAFFER SPECIAL

SKIPPERTON BALL POINT PEN

Complete with refill $2.49

Plus extra refill 79c

Total $3.28

FOR LIMITED TIME

98c

MOORE

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Next to Post Office

November 4, 1961

J. C. GRANT CO.

Largest Selection of Charms in Town

Free Engraving

JEWELERS IN MILLEDGEVILLE SINCE 1909

E. B. KEEL, JR.

KEEL'S GULF SERVICE STATION

Hancock & Jefferson Sts.

Phone 452-2660

"FOR THE LIFE OF YOUR CAR GO GULF"